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It's Not Your Fault, Koko Bear
Discusses and suggests solutions for problems often encountered by children
whose parents are divorced.

The Good Karma Divorce
For use in schools and libraries only. Offers practical travel tips and encourages
young travelers to participate in every stage of a trip--choosing a destination,
packing, getting there, enjoying the sites, and finding ways to remember the
experience.

The Boys and Girls Book about Divorce, with an Introduction
for Parents
Explains divorce in simple terms and addresses the normal fears, worries, and
questions that children have when families break up

I Don't Want to Talk about it
After reluctantly talking with her parents about their upcoming divorce, a young
girl discovers that there will be some big changes but that their love for her will
remain the same. Includes an afterword for parents on helping children through
such a change.

Democracy for Dinosaurs
Explains in simple language the feelings people may have regarding the death of a
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loved one and the ways to honor the memory of someone who has died.

Cory Helps Kids Cope with Divorce
Some things are easier to say with pictures. When parents decide to separate or
divorce, children need ways to sort through all the feelings, thoughts, and worries
they are facing. This drawing book encourages kids to explore their inner world
through both pictures and words, helping them to understand themselves and feel
better during a difficult time of change. A "Note for Parents" discusses the impact
of separation and divorce on the family, and describes the value of art therapy in
coping with stressful emotions and experiences.

Helping Your Kids Cope with Divorce the Sandcastles Way
Reproduction of the original: Boy's Second Book of Inventions by Ray Stannard
Baker

Why Do Families Change?
Kids are told, "it's for the best"--and one day, it may be. But right now, divorce is
the worst. Frank but funny, Anastasia Higginbotham conveys the challenge of
staying whole when your entire world, and the people in it, split apart. Exceptional
in its child-centered portrayal, Divorce Is the Worst is an invaluable tool for
families, therapeutic professionals, and divorce mediators struggling to address
this common and complex experience.

When Mom and Dad Divorce
A steady best-seller and The Invisible String is reaching all over the World! OVER
400,000 copies sold! "That's impossible", said twins Jeremy & Liza after their Mom
told them they're all connected by this thing called an Invisible String. "What kind
of string"? They asked with a puzzled look to which Mom replied, "An Invisible
String made of love." That's where the story begins. A story that teaches of the tie
that really binds. The Invisible String reaches from heart to heart. Does everybody
have an Invisible String? How far does it reach, anyway? Does it ever go away?
Read all about it! THE INVISIBLE STRING is a very simple approach to overcoming
the fear of loneliness or separation with an imaginative flair that children can easily
identify with and remember. Here is a warm and delightful lesson teaching young
and old that we aren't ever really alone and reminding children (and adults!) that
when we are loved beyond anything we can imagine. "People who love each other
are always connected by a very special String, made of love. Even though you
can't see it with your eyes, you can feel it deep in your heart, and know that you
are always connected to the ones you love." Thus begins this heart-warming and
reassuring story that addresses the issue of "separation anxiety" (otherwise known
as the sense of existential 'aloneness') to children of all ages. Specifically written to
address children's fear of being apart from the ones they love, The Invisible String
delivers a particularly compelling message in today's uncertain times that though
we may be separated from the ones we care for, whether through anger, or
distance or even death, love is the unending connection that binds us all, and, by
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extension, ultimately binds every person on the planet to everyone else. Parents
and children everywhere who are looking for reassurance and reaffirmation of the
transcendent power of love, to bind, connect and comfort us through those
inevitable times when life challenges us! Let's tell the whole world that we are ALL
connected by Invisible Strings! Adopted by Military Library Services & Foster Care
Agencies Recommended by Bereavement Support Groups and Hospice Centers

Dinosaurs to the Rescue
Special advice for parents who never married. The book includes detailed
suggestions for parents of infants. Healing from the wounds of divorce while you
learn to co-parent your children. It provides a helpful and optimistic plan for
restructuring your relationship with your former partner, for the well being of your
child.

When Dinosaurs Die
A nonfiction picture book that introduces very young children to the concept of
separation and divorce in a reassuring and straightforward way.

Dinosaurs Divorce
Mum and Dad don't live together any more, so sometimes this little girl lives with
her mum and her cat, and sometimes she lives with her dad. She has two
bedrooms and two sets of toys, but she takes her favourite toys with her wherever
she goes.

A Smart Girl's Guide to Her Parents' Divorce
A young girl tries to restore order to her family life by preventing her parents from
going through with their divorce.

Dinosaurs Travel
The creator of the Sandcastles Divorce Therapy Program presents a practical guide
to help children deal with divorce, including suggestions for parents on what to say

My Family's Changing
Your Insurance Policy Against The Kind of Divorce Everybody Fears Divorce does
not need to become the defining moment of the rest of your life. Using her insight
and expertise as a family-court judge and former divorce attorney, Judge Lowrance
presents a revolutionary guide for people facing the turmoil of divorce. The Good
Karma Divorce offers concrete and battle-tested advice, real-life examples, nononsense tools, and practical checklists. With Judge Lowrance's guidance we can
avoid the black hole of litigation and create a good karma divorce, opening up a
new world of hope and possibility.

It's Not the End of the World
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Divorce isn’t easy on anyone, least of all children. When Mom and Dad Divorce
helps gently guide children through this painful passage.

Dinosaurs Divorce
For over 25 years, changing families have been using Dinosaurs Divorce to learn to
talk to each other about one of life's most difficult moments, from the creators of
the beloved, bestselling Dino Life Guides--over half a million copies of the series
sold. Dinosaurs Divorce Will Help you Understand: * Divorce Words and What They
Mean * Why Parents Divorce * What About You? * After the Divorce * Living with
One Parent * Visiting Your Parent * Having Two Homes * Celebrating Holidays and
Special Occasions * Telling Your Friends * Meeting Parents' New Friends * Living
with Stepparents * Having Stepsisters and Stepbrothers

Difficult Questions Kids Ask and Are Afraid to Ask About
Divorce
KoKo Bear Can Help Children * learn what divorce means * deal with changes in
their everyday lives * talk about their feelings * recognize that their feelings are
natural * be assured that their parents still love them and will take care of them *
understand that divorce is not their fault

My Mom and Dad Don't Live Together Anymore
The newest "Dino Life Guide for Families", this book talks about friendship. A
reassuring text combined with humorous, full-color illustrations show everyday
situations that children can relate to and understand. Best of all, this book presents
the many ways to be a friend as well as the ways not to.

Two Homes
This book is part of the Cory series to help children cope with challenging issues.
This version presents engaging activities to help very young clients cope with
divorce. Cory, the central character in the story, helps children gradually confront
and process their feelings and reactions related to the divorce. Therapeutic games,
art, and other playful activities are incorporated to lower the threat level of therapy
and engage children in treatment. Questions and re-enforcers are woven
throughout the story to captivate and sustain the child's interest in the story, and
to evaluate and encourage the child's integration of the material. Includes a
reproducible story, activities, and detailed parent handouts. Ages 4-8. Original.

What About the Kids?
Three stepsiblings in a blended family discuss their experiences and those of
friends with divorce and remarriage.

Parents are Forever
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This book gives divorcing parents the power to make positive changes to shield
your childen from conflict and help you establish a positive, long term relationship
with your child's other parent.

Why Did You Have to Get a Divorce? And When Can I Get a
Hamster?
From exercise and nutrition, to first aid, relationships, and dealing with stress and
worries, this book gives young readers a head start on learning healthy habits that
will last a lifetime

Dinosaurs Alive and Well!
Offers advice to girls dealing with various aspects of divorce, remarriage, and
stepfamilies.

Weekends with Dad
"Parents looking for a book about separation or divorce will find few offerings as
positive, matter-of-fact, or child-centered as this one. . . . Simple, yet profoundly
satisfying." – Booklist (starred review) At Mommy’s house, Alex has a soft chair. At
Daddy’s house, Alex has a rocking chair. In each home, Alex also has a special
bedroom and lots of friends to play with. But whether Alex is with Mommy or with
Daddy, one thing always stays the same - Alex is loved. The gently reassuring text
focuses on what is gained rather than what is lost when parents divorce, while the
sensitive illustrations, depicting two unique homes in all their small details, firmly
establish Alex’s place in both of them. Two Homes will help children - and parents embrace even the most difficult of changes with an open and optimistic heart.

My Parents Are Divorced Too
Text and illustrations of dinosaur characters introduce the earth's major
environmental problems and suggest ways children can help.

Divorce Is the Worst
"When your parents divorce, it can feel like the world turns upside down. What do
you do? Whether you live mostly at your mom's or dad's, this story can help you
through the tough times."--from cover, p. [4]

Dinosaurs, Beware!
Approximately sixty safety tips are demonstrated by dinosaurs in situations at
home, during meals, camping, in the car, and in other familiar places.

The Invisible String
A young girl tries everything she can think of to keep her parents from getting a
divorce, but with the help of her school counselor, she comes to realize that the
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divorce is not her fault.

Cooperative Parenting and Divorce
In question-and-answer format, suggests ways to deal with children's feelings of
blame and desertion, and hopes for reconciliation

The Ride Guide
In this immensely moving book, nineteen boys and girls, from seven to sixteen
years old and from highly diverse backgrounds, share with us their deepest
feelings about their parents' divorce. By listening to them, all children of divorced
parents can find constructive ways to help themselves through this difficult time.
And they will learn that their own shock and anger, confusion and pain, have been
experienced by others and are normal and appropriate. These boys and girls speak
with extraordinary honesty and tolerance, and with a remarkable absence of
rationalization, illusion, or attempt to justify their own often-trying behavior in
response to their situations. Their stories are immediate and convincing, and their
generosity in confiding their feelings should provide comfort to children and
parents alike.

How to Be a Friend
Information designed to help children express, explore and understand some of the
many emotions triggered by the separation and divorce process.

Senior Dating Guide
Dinosaur characters discuss the subject of divorce in a way that very young
children can understand, dealing with such specific issues as why parents divorce
and living in two homes

Standing on My Own Two Feet
To keep loneliness and despondency at bay, having a companion, going out, and
having pleasurable or exciting experiences are very crucial in the lives of senior
singles; otherwise, you can quickly lapse into loneliness and despondency. While
online dating sites provide avenues for finding a soul mate, you may not be
completely sure of how to go dating online, how to reply properly to a request just
received, or even how to begin a conversation. Senior Dating Advice and Tips
assist senior singles who wish to date online to be well informed of both the pitfalls
associated with online dating and how to make the best of senior dating online.

What in the World Do You Do When Your Parents Divorce?
From the bestselling, trusted team behind the Dino Tales: Life Guides for Families
series (1.5 million copies sold life to date!) comes this introductory guide that
encourages even the youngest readers to become engaged citizens of the world
around them. This essential, kid-friendly nonfiction guide isn't just for families
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looking to share genuinely patriotic values during an election year -- it's for
everyone. Using accessible dinosaur characters and clear language, Democracy for
Dinosaurs explores key civic values on every adult's mind and helps show young
readers how the things they do every single day can be guided by principles we
must share in a democratic society: freedom, fairness, the rule of law, equality,
respect for free speech, and respect for the truth. By modeling accessible ways to
practice being a good citizen, children will understand they are part of their
country and that they have an important role to play. Other Dino Tales: Life Guides
for FamiliesHow to Be a FriendDinosaurs DivorceWhen Dinosaurs Die

The Divorce Workbook
For all drivers, new and experienced -- everyone will learn useful information from
this book. Ms. Creedon has artfully researched and detailed this fact-filled guide of
knowledge about vehicles and safety. When her daughter became the victim of a
"bump and grab," she was compelled to learn more about road dangers and other
things that so many drivers don't know -- but need to! Points that are not covered
in Driver's Ed, knowledge gained only through years of driving experience, are
expertly covered in her easy-reading style. From the back cover: How safe are you
while driving? Do you know what to do when suspicious situations arise? Do you
know basic vehicle trouble signs? The Ride Guide's wealth of information tells how
to be more safety conscious, avoid driving hazards, how to keep your vehicle safe,
and so much more! Learn about important danger signs, how to handle problems
and avoid potential safety traps. What do you do when blue lights are flashing
behind you? (Perhaps not what you think!) When it is okay to leave the scene of an
accident? What is the difference between road rage and aggressive driving? Do
you know about the "Move Over Law" and the "Good Samaritan Law?" When not to
use cruise control? How best to talk to a police officer? Proper procedure when you
have an accident? What to do if involved in a "bump & grab?" When to call 511?
You will also find information on how to take care of your car, how to avoid getting
a ticket, how to buy a used car, how to add oil, how to use jumper cables, the safe
way to lead and follow, plus lots of great driving tips. While new drivers generally
have the most current driving knowledge, they don't know many of the points
mentioned, things learned only from years of driving experience. However, drivers
of any age and experience level will benefit from this book.

How It Feels When Parents Divorce
Answers common questions about divorce, its effects on the family, relationships
with parents after a divorce, and related matters, and provides observations from
children who have experienced a divorce in their families.

What Can I Do?
The groundbreaking handbook that helps parents guide their children through
divorce and co-parenting -- including the introduction of step-parents -- from a New
York Times bestselling author and child psychologist. This is the definitive work
from the renowned child psychologist Judith Wallerstein on a subject that concerns
millions of American moms and dads: How can you protect your children during
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and after divorce? Divorce is not a single event but a lifelong trajectory of changed
circumstances that demand a different kind of parenting than we have ever known.
In What About the Kids? Wallerstein draws on thirty years of in-depth interviews
with children of divorce and their parents to show how to create a new family with
compassion and wisdom. It covers issues that arise at the time of divorce as well
as suggestions for talking to your children months and years after the event.
Eminent psychologist Judith S. Wallerstein shares her unique insight and advice in
What About the Kids? -- the first comprehensive guide to easing the impact of
divorce on your children -- including: The best and worst ages for children to
experience their parents' divorce Right and wrong ways to explain divorce to your
children Choosing a custody arrangement that's best for your child How to involve
the grandparents -- a major resource? Getting the children on your side when you
form new relationships The positive effects of divorce on children (believe it or not)
How divorce can actually make you a better parent Raising children who grow up
able to form lasting relationships

Boy's Second Book of Inventions
Definitive advice from the author of the bestselling "Get out of my life". Divorce,
argues Anthony E. Wolf, does not have to do long-term damage to a child. In his
groundbreaking new book, he shows parents how to steer children through the
pain and the complex feelings engendered by divorce, feelings that, if not
resolved, can create continuing problems for a child. Wolf also explains how to deal
with the difficult issues that so frequently accompany a divorce. How do you tell
your child about the divorce? How do you keep your children from being caught
between you and your ex-partner? What do you do if that other parent gradually
fades out of their lives? Or, how do you maintain strong ties with your children if
you are not the primary custodial parent? How do you help them cope with new
living arrangements, as well as stepparents or stepsiblings? "Why did you have to
get a divorce?" is filled with stories that parents will recognize with relief. Positive,
at times even funny, and, above all, effective, this guide will speak directly to
divorcing and divorced parents.

Living with Mum and Living with Dad
Addison's parents are divorced and he lives in one house with his mom and
another with his dad, but one thing he knows above all is that both his parents love
him and they always will.
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